Gen-Y artists explore the self in unique outdoor projections exhibition series
From 16 March at QUT Kelvin Grove

A group of Kelvin Grove iGeneration artists delve inwards for some self-exploration in a unique outdoor projection exhibition at the Queensland University of Technology from 16 March.

**Self Identity – Moving Image** features thirteen distinct and engaging screen-based artworks by Kelvin Grove State College (KGSC) new media students.

The exhibition is part of QUT’s unique Parer Place Project – an innovative outdoor projection exhibition series celebrating the moving image in all its forms – film, television, games, new media and art.

The only one of its kind in Brisbane, the outdoor exhibition series is solely dedicated to providing a canvas for emerging or experimental digital art.

The Parer Place Project responds to popular contemporary art practices in digital story-telling and new media, and takes advantage of the state-of-the-art projection and sound scaping possibilities only found at QUT’s Creative Industries Precinct.

Reflecting QUT’s commitment to supporting creative local communities, the inaugural screening proudly profiles the work of Gr. 10, 11 and 12 students from the nearby KGSC.

“Each work is a personal intuitive journey through the use of popular culture, iconography, humour and emotive reflection,” according to Curator Andrew Todd, who is also a senior New Media and Visual Arts teacher with KGSC’s Visual Arts Faculty.

**Self Identity – Moving Image** will display on the Parer Place Screens at QUT’s Creative Industries Precinct from dusk until 8pm every night from 16 March to 6 April.

Exhibition: **Self Identity – Moving Image**
When: 16 March to 6 April, dusk until 8pm nightly
Cost: Free, all welcome
Venue: QUT Creative Industries Precinct, corner of Kelvin Grove Road and Musk Avenue, Kelvin Grove
Phone: 07 3138 5495
Email: ciprecinct@qut.com
Web: www.ciprecinct.qut.com

**WORKS Overleaf**

Media Contact — QUT Creative Industries Precinct: Alison Martin — a.martin@qut.com or 07 3138 3248
Self Identity – Moving Image
Flash Animations

Stephanie Irvine, Rapunzel MSN, 0:21, Flash animation.
Zoe Lu, Untitled, 0:32, Flash animation.
Eibhilin Skinner and Katie Ballesty, Alien Surprise, 0:51, Flash animation.
Adam Tow, A Flash Animation, 2:17, Flash animation.
Hannah Headrick and Elyse Wiltshire, Elg and Hag and The Magical Elders, 2:00, Flash animation.
Emma Reinmuth, Untitled, 1:04, Flash animation.
Self Identity – Moving Image
Flash Animations

Matt Liebke and Laura Colling, The Getaway Plan, 1:45, Flash animation

Chloe Streader, Experimental Video Art, 2:54min, digital video.


Caleb Edwards, Recycle, 3:02, digital video.

Tara Parker and Sienna Jones, Mustard, 1:15, Digital video.